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Introduction: The NASA Mars 2020 mission aims
to explore and characterise the geology of Jezero
crater, a Noachian–Hesperian locality characterised by
a delta–lake system. The mission will evaluate the possibility that prebiotic chemistry and/or microbial life
may have occurred and become preserved in specific
horizons within Jezero, and will collect a suite of diverse geological samples for return to Earth, whereupon these materials will be studied using highresolution and high-sensitivity laboratory approaches
[1–2]. The notional suite of samples spans numerous
igneous and sedimentary lithologies in order to assure
that returned sample science (RSS) objectives in geology, geochronology, geochemistry, geophysics and
astrobiology will be addressed [3]. The Perseverance
rover is currently exploring the floor of Jezero crater
and has collected samples from two units, crater floor
fractured rough (Cf-fr, specifically the flat fractured
floor) and Cf-f1 (within the “Séítah” region) [4]. These
sampling activities are described herein and in [5].
Significance of Séítah: The portion of the Séítah
unit visited by Perseverance is distributed irregularly
across the crater floor to the southeast of the western
delta; the unit has also been mapped elsewhere within
the crater by [4]. Orbital data suggest that Séítah contains olivine-carbonate-bearing lithologies [6–7] whose
origin has been the subject of debate. Current hypotheses include lava flow [8], magmatic intrusions [9], impact melt sheets [10], impact vapour condensates [11],
pyroclastic deposits [12], epiclastic materials [13],
ashfall deposits [14], and chemical sediments [15].
RSS interest in Séítah is manifold: i) Séítah includes the oldest rocks in Jezero, providing a record of
processes throughout the early history of the crater and
crucial constraints for geochronology, e.g., determining the age of the crater floor and age differences between Séítah and Cf-fr; ii) long-distance imaging identified a variety of outcrop expressions, including thinly
(cm-scale) and blocky/thickly (dm-scale) layered strata, which may reflect distinct emplacement mechanisms; iii) aqueously altered igneous rocks are key
targets for evaluating past water–rock interactions and
can provide insights into the potential subsurface hab-

itability and astrobiology of these units; iv) were sedimentary material present, thinly layered strata may be
targets of interest for astrobiology, with higher biosignature preservation potential (thin layering is often
associated with fine grain size); and v) where igneous,
the composition and age of Séítah make it a prime lithology for measuring the intensity and lifetime of the
Martian dynamo and calibrating crater chronologies.
Sampling at South Séítah: Outcrops of Séítah
largely form ridges trending NE-SW, but much of the
region is covered by sand dunes (Figure 1). A traverse
of ~200 m into the South Séítah region was undertaken
to visit a number of representative outcrops. At the
entrance to the “South Séítah” region, when crossing
the apparent boundary with Cf-fr near Artuby ridge,
the RIMFAX ground-penetrating radar detected dipping layers in the subsurface. These erosion-resistant
layers (up to ~10 m depth) outcrop as the ridges described above.
Proximity science was conducted at four outcrops:
Bastide (abrasion), Brac (abrasion and two samples)
and Issole (near the contact with Cf-fr; abrasion and
two samples). Although one apparently thinly layered
outcrop (Bastide) was visited during the Séítah traverse, it was not found to be fine-grained. Observations
of relatively fresh rock faces at Bastide and Brac show
that typical Séítah rocks comprise densely packed,
relatively coarse (1–2 mm) dark grey grains variably
surrounded by lighter-toned interstitial materials.
WATSON imaging of abraded patches (“Garde” at
Bastide and “Dourbes” at Brac) confirmed a relatively
coarse, densely packed texture, albeit with greater
mineralogical variation than observed on natural surfaces. Observations of the “Quartier” abrasion at the
Issole outcrop suggested a crumblier texture, potentially due to post-depositional aqueous alteration. SuperCam LIBS and VISIR analyses detected spectroscopic
signals of olivine and ferrosilite. Correlated PIXL and
SHERLOC analyses identified olivine and pyroxenes
with some alteration to carbonates, silica phases, Mgsulphates and Na-perchlorates. Ongoing work by
SHERLOC on the “Quartier” abrasion aims to assess
the possibility of organics.
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Samples obtained: In total, four core samples were
obtained in the Séítah region: Salette and Coulettes at
the Brac outcrop and Robine and Pauls at the Issole
outcrop (Figure 1B, E). These cores were oriented with
respect to Martian geographic coordinates. Salette and
Robine are full-length core samples (~6 cm) that have
retained their structural integrity. CacheCam images
indicated that the Coulettes sample was considerably
shorter and that a disc-shaped fragment had
detached from Salette; this possibly reflects the process
of cor-ing across distinct layers of less wellindurated rock, where disjointing along layer
boundaries commonly occurs. Together with samples
already collected in the Cf-fr unit and those
collected prior to reaching the western delta [5],
these samples form part of the Jezero crater floor
sample suite.
Returned Sample Science: The return of samples
from Séítah is expected to address a number of crucial
RSS themes of central significance to the Mars 2020
mission. Their diverse mineral assemblages will be
valuable for geochemistry and geochronology, both to
quantify the conditions and timing of primary, hightemperature crystallization of igneous phases and laterstage alteration events [16]. Such analyses will require
sub-sampling
and
high-precision
analyses
following Mars Sample Return (MSR). Séítah
samples will also shed light on the origin of the
olivine-carbonate litho-chemistry and should allow
better constraints to be placed on ultramafic igneous
petrogenesis on the Noa-chian Mars. When studied as
a suite together with the Cf-fr samples, a more
comprehensive understanding of igneous processes
and subsequent alteration in Jezero crater, as well as
an understanding of how these units are related in
terms of the processes and chronology of the region,
and more widely on Mars, would be ob-tained. This
will demand precise geochemical analyses and
geochronological dating in laboratories on Earth.
Finally, as noted above, many hypotheses for the
origins of olivine-carbonate rocks in Jezero crater involve igneous activity followed by aqueous alteration;
the interaction of aqueous media with (ultra)mafic
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rocks can lead to the establishment of microniches
with water, energy, pH, nutrients and transition metals
essential to life [17–18]. Low-temperature hydrothermal, serpentinising and carbonation reactions hypothesised in Jezero may have sustained microbial life, particularly chemoautotrophs/chemolithotrophs that have
been suggested as likely inhabitants of Martian biotopes [19]. Although the fossil record of igneous rocks
is highly variable and generally poor [20], the biosignature preservation potential of certain phases associated with Séítah, e.g. amorphous silica, carbonates and
salts, is higher, and it is possible that organic materials
and/or biosignatures have been preserved within these
phases. For example, carbonates in Martian meteorites
are known to contain organic compounds.
In summary, the return of Séítah samples to Earth
will directly address a number of major RSS objectives
and markedly improve our understanding of the earliest history of igneous and alteration processes on Mars.
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Fig. 1. A) Bastide outcrop from the front left Hazcam
(sol 204, sequence FHAZ02008). Main outcrop is ~1
m wide. B) Brac outcrop from
right Mastcam-Z mosaic (sol 249,
seq. ZCAM08272). Small pebble
at bottom left of outcrop is ~6
cm. C) CacheCam image of the
sample Salette (~13 mm diameter). D) Issole outcrop from left
Mastcam-Z mosaic (sol 290, seq.
ZCAM08313). Main outcrop is
~1.3 m wide. E) Core sample
Robine (~13 mm diameter) prior
to caching, from left Mastcam-Z
(sol 295, seq. ZCAM05068).

